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QUESTION 1

You have a SharePoint Framework (SPFx) web part that displays the weather. Users can set the city within the web
part. Which component is invoked to provide the users with the ability to configure the settings for the web part? 

A. a custom control 

B. the property pane 

C. the Application Customizer 

D. a library component 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/dev/spfx/web-parts/guidance/integrate-web-part-properties-with-
sharepoint 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an invoice approval process in which an approver is sent an automated email that contains a link to a web-
based accounts system whenever an invoice requires approval. Which benefit can be achieved by using actionable
messages for the approval process? 

A. The approver can delegate invoice approvals to other users by forwarding actionable messages 

B. Invoices can be approved directly from Microsoft Outlook by using actionable messages 

C. Actionable messages will work in any email client 

D. Actionable messages can provide detailed auditing of all the approved invoices and can be viewed in a rollup report 

Correct Answer: B 

Whether you are filling out a survey, approving an expense report, or updating a CRM sales opportunity, Actionable
Messages enable you to take quick actions right from within Outlook. Developers can now embed actions in their emails
or notifications, elevating user engagement with their services and increasing organizational productivity. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/outlook/actionable-messages/ 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to develop a TypeScript client-side app that will use the MSGraphClient library. 

You need to configure Microsoft Visual Studio Code to use IntelliSense and support code completion for the MSGraph
client library. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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A. Install the Microsoft Graph Toolkit. 

B. Add the following import Statement to the code: import * as MicrosoftGraph from \\'@Microsoft/microsoft-graph-
types\\'; 

C. Run the npm install @microsoft/microsoft-graph --save-dev command. 

D. Run the: npm install @microsoft/microsoft-graph-types --save-dev command. 

E. Add the following import statement to the code: import * as MicrosoftGraph from \\'@microsoft/microsoft-graph\\'; 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You are developing an interactive invoicing application that will be used by end users. The application will have the
following features: 

Save invoices generated by a user to the user\\'s Microsoft OneDrive. 

Email daily automated reminders. 

You need to identify which permissions to grant for the application features. The solution must use the principle of least
privilege. 

Which permission should you grant for each feature? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Microsoft identity platform supports two types of permissions: delegated permissions and application permissions. 

Box 1: Delegated 

Delegated permissions are used by apps that have a signed-in user present. For these apps, either the user or an
administrator consents to the permissions that the app requests, and the app is delegated permission to act as the
signed-in 

user when making calls to the target resource. 

Box 2: Application 

Application permissions are used by apps that run without a signed-in user present; for example, apps that run as
background services or daemons. Application permissions can only be consented by an administrator. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-permissions-and-consent 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to recommend which type of Office Add-in must be used for SalesApp. What should you recommend? 

A. module extension 

B. task pane 

C. custom function 

D. contextual 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/dev/add-ins/word/word-add-ins-programming-overview 

 

QUESTION 6

You are building an application that will help Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) administrators manage Microsoft 365
groups. 

You are building a details page that will display information about the groups. 

You need to display the groups of which the current group is a member. The results must contain the nested groups. 

Which URI should you use? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/group-list-transitivememberof?view=graph-rest-1.0andtabs=http 

 

QUESTION 7

You have a backend service that will access the Microsoft Graph API. 

You need to configure the service to authenticate by using the most secure authentication method. 

What should you configure the service to use? 

A. a certificate 

B. a client secret 

C. a shared key 

D. a hash 
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Correct Answer: A 

You can authenticate to the Graph API with two primary methods: AppId/Secret and certificate based authentication.
Certificate is the preferred and more secure way of authenticating. Reference: https://adamtheautomator.com/microsoft-
graph-api-powershell/ 

 

QUESTION 8

This question requires that you evaluate the BOLD text to determine if it is correct. 

You can use a Command Set extension to develop a breadcrumb element that will appear on every SharePoint Online
page. 

Instructions: Review the BOLD text If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed." If the statement is
incorrect select the answer choice that makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed. 

B. an Application Customizer 

C. a Field Customizer 

D. a web part 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

HOTSPOT 

You receive the following JSON document when you use Microsoft Graph to query the current signed-in user. 
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For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Yes Syntax: GET /me/photo/$value Get the specified profilePhoto or its metadata (profilePhoto properties). 

Example: Get the photo for the signed-in user in the largest available size GET
https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/photo/$value 

Box 2: Yes Syntax: GET /users/{id | userPrincipalName}/photo/$value Get the specified profilePhoto or its metadata
(profilePhoto properties). 

Box 3: Yes Syntax: GET /users/{id | userPrincipalName}/photo/$value Get the specified profilePhoto or its metadata
(profilePhoto properties). 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/profilephoto-get 

 

QUESTION 10

HOTSPOT 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://yeoman.io/learning/ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/dev/spfx/web-parts/get-started/build-a-hello-world-web-part 

 

QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

You have a web app that uses the Microsoft Identity Platform. 
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You need to configure authentication for the app to allow sign-ins for the following user accounts: 

1. 

Users from your company 

2. 

Users from another company that has Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) user accounts 

How should you complete the application manifest? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/reference-app-manifest 

 

QUESTION 12

You need to develop a client-side web app that will be registered with the Microsoft identity platform. Which type of
authorization flow should you use? 

A. authorization code grant 

B. device code grant 

C. implicit grant 

D. client credentials grant 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

You are developing an outgoing webhook in Microsoft Teams. 

In the service that receives the outgoing webhook request, what should you validate to ensure that calls are coming
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from Microsoft Teams? 

A. the HTTP hmac header 

B. the Microsoft Teams client cookies 

C. the Microsoft Graph API 

D. the bearer token 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

HOTSPOT 

You are creating an app manifest for Microsoft Teams. 

You need to create a team tab and a personal tab. The team tab must be scoped for group chat. 

How should you complete the manifest? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://medium.com/netcompany/custom-microsoft-teams-applications-the-easy-way-6da0a5975336 

 

QUESTION 15

HOTSPOT 

You need to develop a leave request app that will use Microsoft Outlook and adaptive cards. The leave requests of an
employee will be sent as an actionable message to the employee\\'s managers. When one of the managers performs
an 

action on the actionable message, the other managers must see only the updated message and the action performed
by the manager. 

How should you complete the adaptive card JSON? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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